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DDAM can be installed as a standalone agent or in the background of your network infrastructure. It runs invisibly on both Windows and Linux servers with minimal impact on resource usage. If DDAM is installed as a
standalone agent, it collects all network traffic that traverses one of your DNS/DHCP servers in two ways: a) XDP (X/Window based Data Protection) or b) ZDP (Zero Data Protection) agents, based on the operating system. For
Windows servers, XDP uses XDP (X/Window based Data Protection) agent and is the preferred method of collecting DNS/DHCP activity, as it provides the best performance and eliminates the need for scripts to parse the logs.
For Linux servers, ZDP is used as it is more suitable for a seamless integration in cPanel. However, to use ZDP, either the cPanel web interfaces or web-based web client must be implemented. If DDAM is installed in the

background of your network infrastructure, it listens for network traffic that exits your DNS/DHCP servers. It does not require any permission on your server to work. It is a network device driver and does not require any
modifications to the Linux kernel and it does not require any patching on the DNS/DHCP server. On Linux servers, the network device driver is installed using the yum or apt-get update && apt-get upgrade command. A user has
to download and run the following commands to install DDAM in the background mode on Linux servers: curl -O tar zxvf ddam-1.0.13.tar.gz cd ddam-1.0.13 make install If you have a Linux DNS/DHCP server, use the following

command to install DDAM in the background mode on your Linux server: root@dns-server:# make install If you have a Microsoft Windows DNS/DHCP server, use the following command to install DDAM in the background mode on your
Windows server: root@dns-server:~# make install Use XDP or ZDP based agents to collect DNS and DHCP activity on your DNS and DHCP servers. For more information, read the appropriate sections below. DDAM can be used with

other SIEM products to provide additional visibility across the network. To learn more, visit:

DNS And DHCP Activity Monitor Free Download

DNS and DHCP Activity Monitor (DDAM) is a central, user-friendly interface which helps centralized DNS and DHCP admins make better decisions for their networks. DDAM provides a web-based user interface that allows network
administrators to easily pull and analyze DNS and DHCP activity data for their network. DDAM allows DNS and DHCP admins to collect, view, and analyze activity for requests from client computers, using their preferred

network method for collecting the information. This data can be uploaded into a web-based SIEM for reporting and analysis. DDAM can be run as either an agent-based or agent-less solution. DDAM is a simple and user friendly
way to manage DNS and DHCP activity on a corporate network. Features: Simple web-based UI View, sort, and analyze DNS and DHCP activity Upload activity data into a corporate SIEM User-friendly GUI Agent-based and agent-
less modes Capture can be done through an embedded HTTP client or any web browser Track the following DNS Servers DHCP Servers Client Devices IP Addresses You can also choose to view the standard reporting of DDAM such as
DNSServers, DHCPServers, Current IP Addresses, and Client Devices DNS and DHCP Activity Monitor (DDAM) is a Web-based user-friendly interface which helps centralized DNS and DHCP admins make better decisions for their
networks. DDAM provides a web-based user interface that allows network administrators to easily pull and analyze DNS and DHCP activity data for their network. DNS and DHCP Activity Monitor (DDAM) can be run as either an
agent-based or agent-less solution. DNS and DHCP Activity Monitor (DDAM) is a simple and user friendly way to manage DNS and DHCP activity on a corporate network. DDAM is a simple and user friendly way to manage DNS and
DHCP activity on a corporate network. DDAM provides a web-based user interface that allows network administrators to easily pull and analyze DNS and DHCP activity data for their network. DDAM allows DNS and DHCP admins to
collect, view, and analyze activity for requests from client computers, using their preferred network method for collecting the information. DNS and DHCP Activity Monitor (DDAM) allows DNS and DHCP admins to collect, view,

and analyze activity for requests from client computers, using their preferred network method for collecting the information. DNS and DHCP Activity Monitor (DDAM) is a Web- 09e8f5149f
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Get an overview of DNS and DHCP activity in your network using the DNS and DHCP Activity Monitor. This tool for DNS and DHCP allows network administrators to gain visibility of core DDI services by efficiently collecting
DNS and DHCP activity and presenting the information within an intuitive web-based user interface. DNS and DHCP Activity Monitor installs a small agent onto the host that will passively monitor DNS and DHCP traffic for
you. On rare occasions, the agent may also be active, and the option to do so is provided. The DNS and DHCP Activity Monitor offers two methods of collecting DNS and DHCP activity information: Agent-based: The DNS and DHCP
Activity Monitor will install itself on each host or router using the host's interface or default gateway as the subnet that the agent will monitor. Agent-less: The DNS and DHCP Activity Monitor will run as a background
service on the host that you wish to monitor. The service will automatically start up when the system starts, and cease when the system stops. The DNS and DHCP Activity Monitor provides the following capabilities: DNS and
DHCP activity data is collected passively. Any changes to the network DNS or DHCP configuration will result in DNS and DHCP activity. The DNS and DHCP Activity Monitor can collect DNS and DHCP activity data on a range of
host and router types: Windows XP and above Windows 2003 Server and above Linux Mac OS X iOS Mobile Devices IPv6 and dual-stack IPv4 Both IPv4 and IPv6 DNS and DHCP activity data is recorded (including IP address
resolution) as it occurs. This includes DNS and DHCP server activity, DNS and DHCP client activity, DNS queries and the responses they receive, and DHCP server activity including DHCP broadcasts. Customers are not required
to use the DNS and DHCP Activity Monitor. They can choose to uninstall it from the OS if they wish to do so. DNS and DHCP activity data is uploaded as it occurs to an FTP/SFTP server using industry standard protocols, and
can be either binary or ASCII. The FTP server can either be provided by the DNS and DHCP Activity Monitor, or can be configured by the customer. The DNS and DHCP Activity Monitor includes a user-friendly GUI which enables
the user to view and analyze the collected DNS and DHCP activity. This interface allows the data collected to be easily ported to a variety of logging, reporting, and SIEM products. For further information or help with
this software, please contact support or this vendor's site:

What's New In DNS And DHCP Activity Monitor?

DNS and DHCP Activity Monitor (DDAM) enables network administrators to gain visibility of core DDI services by efficiently collecting DNS and DHCP activity and presenting the information within an intuitive web-based user
interface. DDAM has the capability to collect DNS and DHCP activity, using agent-based or agent-less methods, and upload this information via industry standard FTP/SFTP protocols into a third party SIEM product. This data
can complement other network related information to help provide an audit trail of activity. DNS and DHCP administrators can also use the collected data to report and analyze DNS and DHCP traffic via a simple web-based
GUI, rather than having to gain access to a corporate-wide SIEM product administered by a different team. Monitor and Act on DNS and DHCP Activity DNS and DHCP Activity Monitor is based on a clear, simple concepts to:
Monitor DNS and DHCP activity. Collect, store and present DHCP and DNS data into a web-based GUI. Integrate with industry standard SIEM tools. Reports and Alerts. DNS and DHCP Activity Monitor is an agent-less network
monitoring solution. It can collect DNS and DHCP activity by simply installing agentless versions of Java into all servers on your network. Agentless deployment means that there is no need for agents that could be a
potential weak point in your environment. Your servers already have Java capabilities to monitor network activity. That means that you don’t have to worry about agents stealing or being compromised – this isn’t the case
with many traditional solutions. Agentless agents are available for Windows and Linux operating systems, giving you immediate visibility into DNS and DHCP activity from any network location, including Windows and Linux
desktops, non- Windows operating systems and even mobile devices. The software is completely free, so there is no need to install additional software on servers. No changes to DNS/DHCP administration is required; simply
start collecting the activity information. Put DNS and DHCP Activity Monitor to work, with no muss or fuss. DNS and DHCP Activity Monitor (DDAM) is the perfect tool for capturing the activity of your servers, quickly and
efficiently. You can use it to monitor and detect potential issues with your DNS/DHCP environment and see if you have been hit by a DDOS attack. You will be able to identify and prevent DNS and DHCP attacks. DNS and DHCP
Activity Monitor can work offline, 24 hours a day, so you can
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System Requirements For DNS And DHCP Activity Monitor:

RAM: 1.5 GB HDD: 1.8 GB Processor: Intel Core i3-2310 (2.5GHz, 6MB cache, 4 logical cores) Intel Core i3-2310 (2.5GHz, 6MB cache, 4 logical cores) OS: Windows 7 64-bit Windows 7 64-bit Support OS: Windows XP 64-bit Windows
XP 64-bit Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT 425 512 MB NVIDIA GeForce GT 425 512 MB Audio: DirectX compatible sound card Direct
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